
Halakha

Candle Lighting and Qiddush on
Holidays

The first night of Shabu'oth requires
Layla Wadday (certain night - after the stars
come out) before Qiddush can be made. This
is because it says  Sheba' Shabbathoth
Temimoth Tihiyenna (there must be seven full
weeks between Pesa¥ and Shabu'oth).

The second night of Shab'uoth does
not require waiting for Laya Wadday before
making Qiddush. If Qiddush is made before
nightfall on the second night, then the Ba'alath
Habbayith (lady of the house) can light the
Yom ¤ob candles just prior to the making of
Qiddush, because the lighting of the candles is
on account of the Qiddush. If Qiddush is made
after nightfall, however, then she must wait till
the stars come out before lighting.

When the second night is Friday night
(Shabbath), it goes without saying that the
candles have to be lit before Shabbath,
irrespective of what time Qiddush will be
made.
(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Parashath Bamidbar, Shanah Aleph, Oth Beh)



Parasha

Behar Sinai/Be¥uqqothai: Are the
Blessings or the Curses More Numerous?

The portion of the blessings in Parashath
Be¥uqqothai, begins with the first letter of the Hebrew
Alphabet (Aleph [m ¦̀ ]) and ends with the last letter of the
alphabet (Taw [zeinnew]). This comes to teach us that
these blessings do not come to the Jewish people in
installments, but rather, are all given to us only when we
keep the entire Torah from Aleph to Taw.

The section of the curses begins with the letter Waw
(m ¦̀ e) and ends with the letter Heh (dyn). These are two of
the letters of G-d's holy Name, and come to let us know
that G-d is with us in times of suffering as is mentioned in
Tehillim (91:15).

The portion of the blessings in the Parasha is much
shorter than the portion of the curses. The Midrash tells us
that we should not say, therefore, that when it comes to
blessings, they are only few, but when it comes to curses,
they are numerous. On the contrary, the fact that the
blessings start with Aleph and end with Taw, the letters
which are the farthest apart, hints to us that the blessings
are what are the most prominent. The curses, on the
contrary, are only one letter apart, in reverse order,
indicating their comparative insignificance compared to the
abundance of blessings.

(See Rabbenu Ba¥ya, Parashath Be¥uqqothai)
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Why the Festival of Shabu'oth Will Never Be Abolished
Our Rabbis of blessed memory stated that all the Festivals will be cancelled except for Hagh

Hashabu'oth (the Festival of Weeks), which will never be annulled.

The reason why it will always exist is because of the concept of Ma'alin Baqqodesh Welo Moridin (we
can raise the level of holiness of something but cannot diminish it). Since this day was raised and sanctified
during the giving of the Torah, it can no longer be lowered.

Another reason is that just as the Torah is eternal, and will stand forever, so too the Festival of
Shabu'oth, which is on account of the Torah, will last forever and never be abolished. That is why one who
studies Torah lengthens his days.

(See Kaf Ha¥ayyim 494:68)

Respecting the Elderly

It is an obligation to show respect to the elderly. One of the ways of showing them honor is to ask
their advice in all matters, as our Rabbis of blessed memory said, that if the elderly person advises you to
destroy and the young advises you to build, you should follow the advice of the old person (Meghilla 31b).
Proof of this is brought from Re¥ab'am (Rehoboam) who destroyed his power by listening to young men
(Nedarim 50a).

Even if their advice does not appear to be correct in one's eyes, one should not insult the elderly but
should answer pleasantly with the due respect.

Similarly, an elderly person should guard his honor and not do that which is inappropriate for a person
of his age and, as a result, bring himself to be looked down upon by others. He should not speak in a place
where he knows his words will not be heard.

(See Pele Yo’e£, Zaqen)

   Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe ‘a”h 

Was it Appropriate for Ruth, Who Was Royalty, to Glean with the Poor?
Ruth was beautiful and Ruth was Royalty. She was the beautiful daughter of the King of Moab and a

widow of one of the most honorable men of that generation. She arrives in the land of Israel together with her
grieving mother-in-law, penniless.

What can she do in order to provide for her mother-in-law and herself? She, a former Princess, goes
out to the fields with the rest of the poor people to glean the fallen wheat stalks. We may ask ourselves how
and why she would lower herself to such a degree. Isn't it beneath her dignity to appear amongst them?

¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim, the holy Ben Ish Hai, 'a"h, explains that Ruth had a deeper intention in
going out to glean with the poor, other than the obvious need to sustain her mother-in-law and herself. Her
intention was to do a rectification of the sin of the Moabites.

(To be continued)
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